Pass Yields 7-0
"A" Loop Margin
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direct snaps to halfbacks formed an inherent part of the offense. All three starting backs, Tim Vogt, '62, Paul Olmstead, '62, and Jim Allen, '64, ran, passed, and attempted pass receptions on occasions.

Early in the first quarter Sikes broke through the middle, eluded the DU secondary and dashed 40 yards to the DU 20. One run for no gain and three incomplete passes ended the threat. After two exchanges of punts late in the period, DU took possession on its own 10 yard line.

A varied succession of runs by Vogt, Olmstead, and Allen powered DU to three first downs. With a first and ten on the LCA 35, midway through the second quarter, DU took to the air lanes. An Allen pass was incomplete. Then Vogt at right half took a direct snap, faded back, and fired a perfect right half to Jeff Paarz, '63, on the goal line. A Vogt toss to Paul Olmstead, '62, made the score 7-0. Then Vogt at the air lanes. An Allen pass the second quarter, DU. took to the LCA 35, midway through possession on its own 10 yard line.

Powerful DU to three first by Vogt, Olmstead, and Allen rushes. An inherent part of the offense. Direct snaps to halfbacks formed a stellar goal line stand to prevent an insurance tally. But Sikes and his receivers could not elicit consistently enough to sustain a drive, and the game ended 7-0.

Two of the teams which had ran rough-shod over the rest of the league met in the League "B" Playoff Game last Sunday afternoon. When the dust cleared, Phi Kappa Theta had mastered Alpha Tau Omega, 25-12. The telling factors were PKT's superiority in the speed department and repeated rule infractions by ATO.

PKT drew first blood early in the 1st period, taking advantage of a short punt by ATO. After PKT got the ball, it took only five plays before quarterback John Lordi, '61, flipped a 2-yard pass to captain Dave Sabo, '61, for the TD. A Sabo-Bob Polutchko pass was completed for the extra point, putting PKT ahead 7-0.

Hinrichs, Robertson Place In AAU Run
Two MIT varsity cross country runners finished in the top half of the starting field in the New England AAU Cross Country Championships at Franklin Park last Sunday. Roger Hinrichs, '63, placed 18th while Paul Robertson, '61, was 21st of 41 official finishers in the event, which saw Olympic marathoner Johnny Kelley upset by Olympian Larry Damon.

Hinrichs, second ranked runner on this year's varsity, strode the six-and-a-quarter mile course in 36:23.

The best is always offered for the best. Vaseline Hair Tonic—made specially for men—contains Vaseline Petroleum Jelly. Vaseline Hair Tonic’s 100% pure grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. In the bottle and on your hair the difference is clearly there! Just a little does a lot!